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ABSTRACT
The goal of this paper is to show the impact of the use of the wind guess (WG) in atmosphericmotion vector
(AMV) extraction schemes. The study has been performed using the SatelliteApplication Facility on Support
to Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting (NWCSAF) High Resolution Winds AMV software.
Target box sizes varying from 8 3 8 to 403 40 pixels and temporal gaps varying from 5 to 60min have been
considered for two configurations that useWGand do not use the wind guess (NWG) to locate the search area
in the tracking process. AMVs have been extracted for four different Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
SpinningEnhancedVisible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) channels [high-resolution visible (HRVIS), visible
0.8mm (VIS0.8), water vapor 6.2mm (WV6.2), and infrared 10.8mm (IR10.8)] over the European and
Mediterranean area for a 6-month period (January–June 2010). The AMVs’ performances have been tested
against radiosonde wind observations and ECMWF NWP model wind analysis.
The results show an impact on the amount of valid AMVs extracted by each configuration. Not using the
wind guess produces more valid AMVs when large target boxes and short temporal gaps are used. It is the
opposite when small target boxes and long temporal gaps are used. The results also show a general increase in
the mean AMV speed, and a general reduction of the normalized bias and the normalized root-mean-square
vector difference for all the tested channels and configurations, when the wind guess is not used to locate the
search area.
1. Introduction
Atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) are derived
from tracking clouds or water vapor features in con-
secutive satellite images. They are the only upper-wind
observations with good global coverage for the tropics
and midlatitudes, especially over the large ocean areas,
and they constitute a significant part of the observation
data assimilated in numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models. When using the cross-correlation process, the
first step of theAMVextraction scheme selects a target to
be tracked at a selected grid point. The motion is derived
by matching the position that best corresponds to this
target in the later image.However, it is a common process
to use wind guess (WG) information to locate the search
area in the later image before the matching (Velden et al.
1997; Bedka and Mecikalski 2005; Bresky et al. 2012).
This allows the use of smaller search areas, which speeds
up the process and reduces the computing time necessary
to derive operationally the AMVs. This strategy requires
estimating the altitude of the AMV before the matching
process, to search in the nearest NWP forecast profiles for
the speed and direction that correspond to the estimated
altitude, and to use this information to locate the search
area in the later image.
The AMV height assignment step is an important
source of error in theAMVextraction scheme due to the
sensitivity of the methods used [water vapor (WV) in-
tercept method, Schmetz et al. (1993); CO2 slicing
method, Menzel et al. (1983)] to local atmospheric pa-
rameters like cloud optical thickness, cloud microphys-
ics, cloud depth, and multilayer cloud situations (Borde
and Dubuisson 2010). Setting an incorrect AMV alti-
tude before the matching process can introduce an error
that is propagated to the tracking step, locating the
search box in an area where the real matching solution
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cannot be found. Sometimes the whole process can also
result in simply replicating the model field, artificially
creating an apparently good AMV in areas where the
matching is really uncertain.
This paper shows the impact of the use of the wind
guess in the tracking step of AMV extraction. During
this study, the High Resolution Winds AMV extraction
software (HRW; SAFNWC/MSG HRW) by the Satel-
lite Application Facility on Support to Nowcasting and
Very Short Range Forecasting (NWCSAF) has been
used in two parallel configurations, using and not using
the wind guess to locate the search area. The first part of
this paper describes the NWC SAF/HRW software and
the conditions applied during this study. The second
part shows the wind guess impact on the AMV software
performance and discusses the results.
2. General description of the data
The SAFNWC/MSG HRW software used during this
study provides high-density sets of AMVs fromMeteosat
Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible
and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) images. The HRW ver-
sion 3.2 (v3.2) released to users in February 2012 allows
for the extraction of AMVs using seven different MSG/
SEVIRI channels: high-resolution visible (HRVIS), vis-
ible 0.6mm (VIS0.6), visible 0.8mm (VIS0.8), infrared
10.8mm (IR10.8), infrared 12.0mm (IR12.0), water vapor
6.2mm (WV6.2), and water vapor 7.3mm (WV7.3; Garcıa-
Pereda 2013a,b).
The cross-correlation contribution (CCC) method
(Borde and Oyama 2008; Borde et al. 2014) is used to
select the pixels used for the calculation of the AMV
altitude. The European Organisation for the Exploita-
tion of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) quality
control process (Holmlund 1998) is used to define the
quality of the AMVs. A quality index (QI) from 0 to 100
is assigned to each AMV that considers the spatial
consistency with neighboring winds extracted in the
same image, the temporal consistency with winds in
the previous image, and the consistency with the NWP
fields. Only AMVs that have a QI larger than 85% are
considered in the framework in this study.
Two configurations of the NWC SAF/HRW software
have been considered, one using the wind guess to locate
the search area in the later image (noted asWG) and the
second one not using the wind guess (noted as NWG).
AMVs have been extracted from the Meteorological
Satellite-8 (Meteosat-8)’s MSG/SEVIRI rapid-scan
HRVIS, VIS0.8, IR10.8, and WV6.2 channels, over the
European and Mediterranean region (772 3 1856
SEVIRI low-resolution pixels centered in 40.58N, 1181 E;
Fig. 1), for 132 days between January and June 2010 and
using the three consecutive images that end at 1200UTC.
AMVs are calculated for the two pairs of images (first
one vs second one, second one vs third one), with the
last one providing the final AMV product. Twelve
different configurations with target boxes varying from
83 8 to 403 40 pixels and temporal gaps between 5 and
60min have been considered.
FIG. 1. Display of AMVs over the studied area at 1200 UTC 15 Feb 2010. AMVs have been extracted not using wind guess to locate the
search area with a 24 3 24 pixel target box and a 15-min temporal gap between images.
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The SAFNWC/MSG cloud products (cloud mask,
cloud type, and cloud-top temperature and height) and
the SAFNWC/MSG HRW product were obtained con-
sidering the 0000 UTC European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) NWP model
forecast in the calculations. Themodel data used contain
12 vertical levels (1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250,
200, 150, 100, and 70 hPa) of geopotential, wind com-
ponents, and air and surface temperature with a 0.1258
resolution. The final AMVs have been compared against
1200 radiosonde (RS)windobservations and the 1200UTC
ECMWF NWP model wind analysis (MA). The compar-
ison of AMVs against collocated radiosonde observations
follows the Coordination Group for Meteorological Sat-
ellites (CGMS) criteria defined at the third Interna-
tional Wind Workshop (1996) in Ascona, Switzerland,
for the validation of satellite winds. These are the
standard criteria used by AMV producers to monitor
the quality of the AMV product (with a horizontal
distance of AMV/RS , 150 km and a vertical distance
of AMV/RS , 25 hPa). For these reasons, only a small
proportion of the total number of AMVs is successfully
compared to radiosonde winds.
All parameters and methods considered in the WG
andNWG cases were similar except the search area size,
which needs to be larger in NWG cases to permit the
search for fast tracers in any direction around its loca-
tion in the initial image. The configuration used guar-
antees that wind speeds of at most 300 kmh21 (83m s21)
per component can be detected in the NWG configu-
ration, while wind speed differences with respect to
the NWP wind guess of at most 108 kmh21 (30m s21)
per component can be detected in the WG cases. This
value has been chosen to reduce the computing time of
the HRWv3.2 algorithm below 2min for the ‘‘European
and Mediterranean Sea region,’’ considering a specific
configuration with a 15-min temporal gap and a 243 24
pixel tracer size in the operational environment. For
example, for a temporal gap between images of 15min
and a target size of 24 3 24 pixels, the size of the search
area corresponds to 174 3 174 pixels in the HRVIS
and 74 3 74 pixels in the low-resolution images
(VIS0.8, IR10.8, and WV6.2) in the NWG cases. It
corresponds to 78 3 78 pixels in the high-resolution
images and 423 42 pixels in the low-resolution images
in the WG cases. The computational cost of the WG
configuration was around 7 days of continuous running;
the computational cost of the NWG configuration was
around 18 days of continuous running—therefore, about
170% longer.
TABLE 1. Number of AMVs for all configurations and MSG/SEVIRI channels with different target boxes between 8 3 8 and 40 3 40
pixels, and temporal gaps between 5 and 60min, for WG (left) and NWG (middle). Amount of AMVs for the NWG configuration with
respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS %Diff
5 3 893 066 455 067 119 616 2 378 578 449 922 121 916 239 21 12
15 1 461 508 270 289 77 556 409 803 226 734 74 716 272 216 24
30 496 713 86 072 22 787 85 698 52 267 19 457 283 239 215
60 258 816 16 064 3850 29 737 4841 2030 289 270 247
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 %Diff
5 447 656 81 596 25 022 874 966 114 314 30 410 195 140 122
15 1 177 944 185 903 51 260 673 459 181 237 51 287 243 23 10
30 501 367 88 858 25 417 124 041 75 284 23 552 275 215 27
60 137 883 25 181 6644 16 933 13 014 4507 288 248 232
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 %Diff
5 431 851 96 001 27 536 792 454 133 616 36 241 184 139 132
15 1 127 246 214 725 60 104 741 832 226 417 66 245 234 15 110
30 550 325 126 924 37 ,602 167 363 117 118 37 526 270 28 20
60 147 646 31 449 8316 21 157 16 739 5521 286 247 234
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy %Diff
5 344 038 140 886 47 119 518 039 159 042 49 869 151 113 16
15 658 168 191 638 59 515 445 357 197 707 63 230 232 13 16
30 362 948 124 127 41 652 137 374 116 386 43 283 262 26 14
60 118 515 43 731 16 338 26 579 25 331 12 432 278 242 224
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air %Diff
5 67 706 45 083 17 944 60 606 46 776 19 310 210 14 18
15 106 687 69 374 28 279 56 129 68 126 28 899 247 22 12
30 87 138 66 974 30 041 33 729 56 743 28 646 261 215 25
60 75 168 53 468 26 278 21 651 30 616 18 660 271 243 229
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TheWG configuration must also estimate the altitude
of the cloud feature present in the target box before the
tracking, so that the ECMWFNWP forecast wind speed
and direction interpolated to this altitude are used to
locate the search area center in the later image. The
cloud feature altitude estimation is based on the inter-
polation of the NWP model temperature to the temper-
ature estimated for the cloud base (Tbase5 Tmean1 ksT,
TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for themeanAMV tracking correlation (%). Difference (Diff) in themeanAMV tracking correlation, for the
NWG configuration respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS Diff
5 91.6% 92.5% 93.2% 92.7% 92.6% 93.2% 11.1% 10.1% 10.0%
15 91.0% 88.8% 88.8% 92.4% 89.1% 88.9% 11.4% 10.3% 10.1%
30 90.7% 87.2% 87.0% 92.2% 87.8% 87.1% 11.5% 10.6% 10.1%
60 90.7% 87.0% 86.2% 92.3% 87.7% 86.2% 11.6% 10.7% 10.0%
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 Diff
5 93.1% 94.6% 95.1% 92.6% 94.1% 94.9% 20.5% 20.5% 20.2%
15 90.0% 89.8% 90.3% 90.8% 89.8% 90.3% 10.8% 20.0% 20.0%
30 89.2% 87.7% 87.8% 90.6% 87.8% 87.8% 11.4% 10.1% 10.0%
60 89.4% 86.4% 86.2% 91.0% 86.7% 86.3% 11.6% 10.3% 10.1%
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 Diff
5 94.8% 96.0% 96.5% 94.4% 95.7% 96.4% 20.4% 20.3% 20.1%
15 91.7% 91.5% 91.9% 92.5% 91.5% 91.9% 10.8% 20.0% 20.0%
30 90.4% 88.2% 87.9% 91.8% 88.2% 87.9% 11.4% 10.0% 10.0%
60 90.3% 86.9% 86.5% 91.9% 87.2% 86.5% 11.6% 10.3% 10.0%
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy Diff
5 92.9% 94.3% 95.6% 92.5% 94.1% 95.6% 20.4% 20.2% 10.0%
15 90.6% 91.3% 92.5% 91.2% 91.4% 92.5% 10.6% 10.1% 20.0%
30 89.5% 88.9% 89.6% 90.5% 89.0% 89.5% 11.0% 10.1% 20.1%
60 89.3% 88.4% 89.0% 90.7% 88.8% 89.0% 11.4% 10.4% 20.0%
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air Diff
5 91.0% 92.4% 94.6% 90.8% 92.4% 94.6% 20.2% 10.0% 20.0%
15 90.3% 91.5% 93.5% 91.2% 91.6% 93.4% 10.9% 10.1% 20.1%
30 90.4% 90.9% 92.4% 91.9% 91.2% 92.5% 11.5% 10.3% 10.1%
60 90.9% 90.8% 91.8% 92.8% 91.5% 92.0% 11.9% 10.7% 10.2%
FIG. 2. Distributions of the number of AMVs extracted for all the WG and NWG configurations that use 15-min
temporal gaps and 8 3 8, 24 3 24, and 40 3 40 pixel target boxes, respectively. The Y axis is in logarithm scale.
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where Tmean is the mean brightness temperature, k is a
constant, and sT is the standard deviation of the bright-
ness temperatures) or for the cloud top (brightness tem-
perature of the coldest class in the tracer temperature
histogram, represented at least by three pixels, after histo-
gram smoothing), depending on the cloud type related to
the tracer (Garcıa-Pereda 2013a). The center of the search
area in the later image is set to the position where the fea-
ture in the initial image is expected to be found, assuming
that the estimatedNWPwind guess and altitude are correct.
The final AMV altitude is set using the CCC method
(Borde and Oyama 2008; Borde et al. 2014), which keeps
a direct link between the tracking step and the calculation
of the AMV altitude using the individual contribution to
the cross correlation of each pixel in the target box
(B€uche et al. 2006). The CCC method uses the cloud-top
pressures (CTP) calculated for each cloudy pixel by the
SAFNWC/MSG cloud-top temperature and height prod-
uct (Derrien and LeGleau 2013). The final AMV altitude
is the average pressure of the pixels selected by the CCC
method weighted by their individual contribution to the
correlation. The CTP retrieval for opaque clouds is based
on the 10.8- and 12.0-mm window channel brightness
temperatures. For semitransparent clouds, it is based on
the radiance ratioing version of the CO2 slicing technique
(Menzel et al. 1983) and the WV intercept method
(Schmetz et al. 1993). The altitudes of clear-sky AMVs
have been set using the CCC method together with the
pixel brightness temperatures in the water vapor channel;
the AMV temperature values selected by the CCC
method are converted to pressure values through inter-
polation to the NWP model forecast temperature levels.
For both the WG and NWG configurations, the AMV
altitude estimation through the mentioned height assign-
ment techniques, commonlyused to set theAMValtitudeby
different AMV algorithms, has been used in the same way.
3. Results
Table 1 shows the number of valid AMVs (with a QI
larger than 85%) produced for each MSG/SEVIRI
channel for the WG and NWG configurations, and the
percent difference in the number of AMVs between
them [percent difference (% Diff)].
The number of valid AMVs is generally smaller for
the NWG configuration than for the WG configuration
for all the MSG/SEVIRI channels when the temporal
gaps are large, and especially when using small target
boxes. It is instead larger for the NWG configuration in
a few cases with short temporal gaps, especially for the
TABLE 3.As in Table 1, but for themeanAMVspeed (m s21). Percent difference in themeanAMVspeed for theNWGconfigurationwith
respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS %Diff
5 19.0 18.1 18.8 19.2 18.4 19.1 11% 12% 11%
15 19.5 16.6 16.4 22.1 17.7 17.5 113% 17% 17%
30 23.4 15.3 14.0 31.7 17.0 16.0 135% 111% 114%
60 27.9 15.7 11.8 44.6 18.5 13.0 160% 118% 110%
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 %Diff
5 23.8 22.7 22.4 23.8 22.7 22.4 10% 20% 10%
15 16.5 14.9 14.5 17.6 15.8 15.3 17% 16% 15%
30 16.6 13.6 12.9 19.9 14.8 13.8 120% 19% 17%
60 19.7 12.3 11.8 27.8 13.7 12.6 141% 111% 17%
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 %Diff
5 26.7 25.7 25.4 27.2 26.7 26.9 12% 14% 16%
15 20.8 19.6 19.5 22.8 22.0 22.3 110% 112% 115%
30 21.2 19.1 18.6 25.6 21.9 21.5 121% 115% 116%
60 24.3 19.1 17.9 33.8 22.7 20.6 139% 119% 116%
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy %Diff
5 30.6 29.1 29.1 30.3 29.1 29.1 21% 10% 20%
15 26.1 24.9 25.2 27.8 26.7 27.2 17% 17% 18%
30 24.3 22.6 22.6 28.7 25.6 25.7 118% 114% 114%
60 25.4 21.1 20.4 33.2 24.2 23.4 131% 115% 115%
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air %Diff
5 30.1 25.8 24.4 30.0 25.7 24.1 20% 21% 21%
15 25.0 21.2 20.6 27.5 22.8 22.0 110% 17% 17%
30 23.1 19.8 19.3 27.1 21.6 21.0 117% 19% 19%
60 22.8 18.8 18.0 26.8 19.5 18.8 118% 14% 14%
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VIS0.8, IR10.8, and WV6.2 channels. The increase of
AMVs in the NWG configuration is only significant
(over 15% difference) with a temporal gap of 5min,
especially for the VIS0.8 and IR10.8 channels.
The differences are largest using the longest temporal
gap and the smallest target box for which the reduction
in the number of valid AMVs in the NWG configuration
reaches amaximum of 89%. The number of valid AMVs
is considered to demonstrate that the other statistical
parameters—mean AMV correlation, mean AMV
quality index, mean AMV height, mean AMV speed,
normalized bias (NBIAS), and normalized root-mean-
square vector difference (NRMSVD)—have been esti-
mated on a comparable set of data for both the WG and
NWG configurations, but it is not a pertinent parameter
by itself for the quality of the AMVs.
The mean tracking correlation coefficient shown in
Table 2 is 0%–1.6% larger for the NWG configurations
than for the corresponding WG configurations. The
largest mean tracking correlation coefficient differences
between the WG and NWG configurations occur for
small target boxes and large temporal gaps. For exam-
ple, the mean tracking correlation coefficient dif-
ferences are 0.3% and 1.4% larger for the NWG
configuration than for the WG configuration for the
HRVIS channel, when considering 15-min temporal
gaps and using the 243 24 and 83 8 pixel target boxes,
respectively. However, these two NWG configurations
extract 16% and 72% less AMVs, respectively, than the
corresponding WG configurations (Table 1).
It may appear difficult to explain why the WG can pro-
ducemoreAMVs than theNWGin some configurations, as
the degree of freedom tofind a goodmatching in the second
image is much larger for the NWG configuration than for
the WG configuration. The process in the NWG configu-
ration should at least find the good solutions found in the
WG configuration, plus additional cases for which the WG
configurationwas not able to find the correct solution due to
its additional constraints: smaller search box, bad locationof
the search area, and error in the altitude estimation.
Figure 2 illustrates the number of WG and NWG
AMVdistributions as a function of theQI for a temporal
gap of 15min and several target boxes—403 40, 243 24,
and 8 3 8 pixels. Only AMVs having a QI . 85 were
stored when the NWCSAF HRW software was run for
all the configurations; therefore, the range of the QI
values on the plots is limited. The calculation of the final
QI is mainly driven by spatial and temporal consistency
tests (Holmlund 1998), which check that eachAMV is in
good agreement with its neighboring AMVs in the
TABLE 4. As in Table 1, but for the NBIAS against 1200 UTC RS wind observations. Difference in the absolute value of the NBIAS, for
the NWG configuration with respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS Diff
5 20.09 20.12 20.13 20.09 20.12 20.13 20.00 10.00 20.00
15 20.08 20.10 20.11 20.06 20.10 20.11 10.02 10.00 10.00
30 20.08 20.11 20.13 10.01 20.09 20.11 10.09 10.02 10.02
60 20.07 20.12 20.17 10.10 20.04 20.16 10.17 10.08 10.01
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 Diff
5 20.05 20.11 20.15 20.06 20.12 20.14 20.01 20.01 10.01
15 20.14 20.19 20.22 20.13 20.18 20.22 10.01 10.01 10.00
30 20.13 20.19 20.24 20.10 20.18 20.23 10.03 10.01 10.01
60 20.12 20.19 20.20 20.01 20.18 20.18 10.11 10.01 10.02
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 Diff
5 20.01 20.07 20.11 20.01 20.07 20.10 10.00 20.00 10.01
15 20.09 20.13 20.16 20.08 20.12 20.14 10.01 10.01 10.02
30 20.08 20.12 20.14 20.05 20.10 20.13 10.03 10.02 10.01
60 20.08 20.12 20.15 20.01 20.10 20.13 10.07 10.02 10.02
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy Diff
5 10.02 20.01 20.04 10.02 20.02 20.04 20.00 20.01 20.00
15 20.04 20.07 20.09 20.04 20.05 20.08 10.00 10.02 10.01
30 20.05 20.06 20.09 20.03 20.05 20.07 10.02 10.01 10.02
60 20.07 20.08 20.10 20.00 20.06 20.08 10.07 10.02 10.02
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air Diff
5 10.01 20.03 20.05 10.01 20.04 20.06 20.00 20.01 20.01
15 10.00 20.07 20.10 10.01 20.06 20.09 10.01 10.01 10.01
30 20.01 20.07 20.11 10.01 20.07 20.09 10.02 10.00 10.02
60 20.05 20.10 20.13 20.04 20.11 20.13 10.01 20.01 20.00
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current and previous slots. Distributions obtained for the
large 40 3 40 pixel target boxes are very similar for the
WG and NWG configurations. However, slightly more
AMVs are extracted using the NWG configuration for
very high QIs, those larger than 95. The tracking is nor-
mally easier using large target boxes because there is good
contrast and entropy within the target box to select a good
tracer and to follow it in the later images. Therefore, it is
consistent to get a very similar behavior for both the WG
and NWG distributions using 40 3 40 pixel target boxes.
The extraction of slightly moreNWGAMVs for very high
QIs can be explained by the additional constraints of the
WG configurations, which prevent the algorithm from
finding the good solution because of a poor wind guess
and, consequently, a bad location of the search area.
When reducing the target box size, the selection of
a good tracer is more difficult, and the tracking is known
to be noisier (Sohn and Borde 2008). The distributions
obtained for the 24 3 24 pixel target boxes in Fig. 2 are
also very similar for the WG and NWG configurations,
but the WG configurations extract slightly more AMVs
than the NWG configurations, except for a QI larger
than 98, for which a very good matching is found. Con-
sidering small 83 8 pixel target boxes, the distributions
plotted in Fig. 2 show that the WG configurations extract
systematically manymoreAMVs than the corresponding
NWG configurations. All these examples illustrate that
the impact of the wind guess on the tracking is really
important, and when the tracking conditions are more
difficult due to long temporal gaps or small target boxes,
the results show thatmost of the validAMVs (QI. 85%)
cannot be extracted without the help of the wind guess.
This behavior can be explained by the spatial and
temporal consistency tests used in the quality control.
The use of the wind guess in the WG configuration,
which limits the search area size, does not necessary find
more real good AMVs but produces more AMVs that
are in quite good agreement together (having high
values of the spatial and temporal quality consistency
tests), and that are also in quite good agreement with the
wind guess (having high values of the forecast quality
consistency test). These AMVs are finally set to a good
QI in the WG configuration, while the noisier NWG
process does not set them to a good QI.
Table 3 shows the mean AMV speed (m s21) for all
studied configurations. Note that themeanAMV speeds
are generally faster using small target boxes for both the
WG and NWG configurations. This is in good agree-
ment with the results presented in Bresky et al. (2012)
and Sohn and Borde (2008). MeanAMV speeds are also
TABLE 5. As in Table 1, but for the NBIAS against the 1200 UTC NWP model wind analysis. Difference in the absolute value of the
NBIAS, for the NWG configuration with respect to theWG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS Diff
5 20.09 20.11 20.12 20.08 20.11 20.12 10.01 10.00 10.00
15 20.10 20.10 20.11 20.05 20.09 20.10 10.05 10.01 10.01
30 20.11 20.12 20.13 10.03 20.10 20.11 10.14 10.02 10.02
60 20.13 20.14 20.15 10.12 20.06 20.12 10.25 10.08 10.03
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 Diff
5 20.08 20.13 20.15 20.07 20.12 20.15 10.01 10.01 10.00
15 20.13 20.17 20.19 20.11 20.16 20.18 10.02 10.01 10.01
30 20.13 20.17 20.19 20.09 20.16 20.18 10.04 10.01 10.01
60 20.15 20.18 20.20 20.02 20.16 20.18 10.13 10.02 10.02
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 Diff
5 20.04 20.09 20.11 20.03 20.08 20.10 10.01 10.01 10.01
15 20.07 20.10 20.12 20.05 20.09 20.10 10.02 10.01 10.02
30 20.08 20.10 20.12 20.03 20.08 20.10 10.05 10.02 10.02
60 20.12 20.13 20.14 20.00 20.08 20.12 10.12 10.05 10.02
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy Diff
5 10.01 20.01 20.04 10.01 20.02 20.04 20.00 20.01 20.00
15 20.02 20.04 20.06 20.01 20.03 20.05 10.01 10.01 10.01
30 20.04 20.05 20.07 20.00 20.03 20.05 10.04 10.02 10.02
60 20.09 20.08 20.09 10.01 20.05 20.07 10.10 10.03 10.02
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air Diff
5 20.00 20.05 20.06 10.00 20.06 20.08 10.00 20.01 20.02
15 20.03 20.08 20.11 10.01 20.06 20.09 10.04 10.02 10.02
30 20.07 20.09 20.12 10.00 20.06 20.09 10.07 10.03 10.03
60 20.11 20.12 20.14 20.03 20.10 20.13 10.08 10.02 10.01
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generally faster for small temporal gaps, except when
using small target boxes. Considering 30- or 60-min tem-
poral gaps, only the most persistent and well-identified
features are successfully tracked. This means that the
cloud shapes do not change too much in the consecutive
images, and that the target boxes contain enough con-
trast to identify a good tracer. These conditions are very
difficult to meet using very small target boxes, which is
the reason why the numbers of AMVs in Table 1 drop
to a few cases for such configurations and give extreme
meanAMV speed statistics—for example, 44.6m s21 for
the HRVIS channel; 83 8 pixel target boxes and 60-min
temporal gaps, 27.8m s21 for the VIS08 channel; and
33.8m s21 for the IR108 channel considering the NWG
configuration. TheseAMVs are generally found at higher
altitudes, which explains the high mean speeds. For ex-
ample, the NWG HRVIS AMVs extracted using 8 3 8
pixel target boxes and 60-min temporal gaps are found on
average ;100 and ;180hPa higher than the ones ex-
tracted using 30- and 5-min temporal gaps, respectively.
The general behavior as a function of target box sizes
or temporal gaps is similar for the WG and NWG con-
figurations, but the mean AMV speed is higher in the
NWG configurations than in the WG configurations for
most cases. Accordingly, the AMVs extracted in the
NWG configurations are found a few hectopascals
higher in the troposphere than the AMVs extracted in
theWGconfigurations. The analysis of the corresponding
SAFNWC/MSG cloud-type products shows that the
NWG configurations tend to extract a few more AMVs
at high levels than the corresponding WG configura-
tions, and it is the opposite at low levels. Unfortunately,
the SAFNWC/MSG cloud-type product does not dif-
ferentiate between stratus and cumulus clouds, pre-
venting a detailed study on the specific role of the
convection (Bedka and Mecikalski 2005) on AMV ex-
traction in the NWG and WG configurations. However,
the statistics presented here does not clearly indicate
that convection has a significant impact that can explain
the differences between the WG and NWG results. The
results simply show that NWG AMVs are, on average,
based on tracers that appear more stable over time.
Corresponding to the higher mean AMV speed, the
NBIAS is smaller in most cases for the NWG configu-
ration. The impact is a bit smaller when compared to the
radiosonde winds (Table 4) than when compared to the
NWP model wind analysis (Table 5), but the same
general trends are observed. The reduction of the
NBIAS is larger for the longest temporal gaps and the
smallest target boxes, but it corresponds to small sets of
TABLE 6. As in Table 1, but for the NRMSVD against 1200 UTC RS wind observations. Difference in the NRMSVD for the NWG
configuration with respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS %Diff
5 0.45 0.41 0.39 0.44 0.41 0.39 22% 10% 11%
15 0.45 0.38 0.37 0.42 0.37 0.36 26% 22% 22%
30 0.53 0.38 0.39 0.50 0.37 0.37 26% 23% 25%
60 0.57 0.47 0.49 0.53 0.43 0.48 27% 29% 20%
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 %Diff
5 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.44 10% 11% 12%
15 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.48 22% 21% 21%
30 0.47 0.48 0.51 0.46 0.47 0.51 23% 22% 11%
60 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.54 0.54 26% 10% 10%
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 %Diff
5 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.43 0.41 0.41 22% 21% 21%
15 0.42 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.39 23% 22% 23%
30 0.42 0.45 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.38 211% 214% 24%
60 0.48 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.40 0.37 23% 24% 212%
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy %Diff
5 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.43 0.39 0.38 11% 10% 13%
15 0.40 0.40 0.35 0.39 0.39 0.35 21% 24% 21%
30 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.35 211% 28% 22%
60 0.47 0.45 0.39 0.46 0.38 0.38 23% 214% 24%
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air %Diff
5 0.45 0.42 0.39 0.44 0.42 0.39 22% 11% 20%
15 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.45 0.42 0.40 13% 11% 10%
30 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.47 0.40 0.38 17% 22% 10%
60 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.44 0.41 0.40 21% 20% 10%
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very specific tracers found at very high levels, as ex-
plained above.
The NRMSVD against radiosonde winds and the
NWP model wind analysis are shown in Tables 6 and 7,
respectively. The trend observed for the NBIAS is
also observed in the NRMSVD, and values for both
are smaller for NWG configurations. This effect is
slightly larger when AMVs are compared against the
NWP model wind analysis. The largest reductions of
NRMSVD are around 15% and occur using an in-
termediate temporal gap of 30min for all channels.
4. Discussion
The results obtained in the study show that the sta-
tistics of AMVs extracted from NWC SAF/HRW soft-
ware against radiosonde wind observations and NWP
model wind analyses are better when the wind guess is
not used to locate the search area. Both NBIAS and
NRMSVD are generally smaller when the wind guess
has not been used even for difficult tracking conditions
like small target boxes or long temporal gaps.
The total number of valid AMVs is larger for the WG
configuration than for the NWG configuration, espe-
cially when small target boxes or long temporal gaps are
used. AMVs are more numerous for the WG configu-
ration because the tracking is less noisy for such difficult
tracking conditions, but they have worse performances
than NWG AMVs when they are compared to both
radiosonde wind observations and NWP model wind
analyses. For large target boxes and short temporal gaps,
NWG configurations extract a few more AMVs than
WG configurations. In regions where the wind shear is
important, an error in the estimation of the tracer alti-
tude is transferred to the interpolation of the wind guess
speed and direction from the NWP forecast fields. Both
types of errors can prevent the algorithm from finding
the tracer in the later image because the search area
defined by the NWP wind guess is not located at the
correct position. Therefore, the correct matching solu-
tion is indeed outside the search area, and it cannot be
found by the WG configurations. According to the way
the quality consistency tests are used in the calcula-
tion of the final QI, all these results show that some of
the AMVs extracted in the WG configurations cannot
be extracted without the help of the wind guess, and
that these AMVs hence contain significant information
from the wind guess. This is an important result that
must be considered carefully by AMV producers, es-
pecially in the framework of deriving smaller-scale
TABLE 7. As in Table 1, but for the NRMSVD against 1200 UTC NWPmodel wind analysis. Percent difference in the NRMSVD for the
NWG configuration with respect to the WG configuration for the different experiments is also shown (rightmost column).
8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40 8 3 8 24 3 24 40 3 40
HRVIS WG HRVIS NWG HRVIS %Diff
5 0.34 0.30 0.28 0.31 0.30 0.28 28% 21% 21%
15 0.39 0.27 0.27 0.34 0.25 0.25 213% 27% 26%
30 0.49 0.30 0.30 0.45 0.26 0.26 210% 213% 211%
60 0.53 0.42 0.39 0.49 0.39 0.37 28% 26% 27%
VIS08 WG VIS08 NWG VIS08 %Diff
5 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.34 22% 20% 20%
15 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.33 0.35 0.35 29% 24% 24%
30 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.36 28% 27% 25%
60 0.49 0.43 0.43 0.48 0.41 0.40 23% 26% 26%
IR108 WG IR108 NWG IR108 %Diff
5 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.29 25% 25% 26%
15 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.24 212% 29% 211%
30 0.31 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.23 0.24 213% 213% 212%
60 0.43 0.33 0.33 0.39 0.29 0.29 28% 212% 211%
WV062 cloudy WG WV062 cloudy NWG WV062 cloudy %Diff
5 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.29 0.27 0.26 21% 11% 12%
15 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.20 27% 25% 26%
30 0.28 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.21 212% 212% 212%
60 0.40 0.30 0.31 0.37 0.26 0.27 28% 213% 214%
WV062 clear-air WG WV062 clear-air NWG WV062 clear-air %Diff
5 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.30 25% 12% 13%
15 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.27 27% 24% 24%
30 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.27 0.27 29% 27% 27%
60 0.38 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.30 0.31 26% 25% 24%
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information to feed regional forecast models using
smaller target boxes.
Based on these results, we judge that it is better to
avoid the reference to the model fields in the AMV
extraction schemes. This comment concerns the use of
the wind guess to help the tracking and also the refer-
ence to the forecast consistency in the calculation of the
final QI. A more powerful computing environment can
always be considered to ensure the operational extrac-
tion of AMVs without the help of the wind guess.
The results presented in this paper also illustrate the
role of the actual quality control scheme used in AMV
extraction algorithms, which is mainly based on spatial
and temporal consistency checks. These tests ensure that
a valid AMV is in good agreement with neighboring
AMVs in the current and previous slot. Such definition of
a valid AMV forces the valid AMVs to be part of large
flows to be set to a good QI. This definition of good-
quality AMV is certainly appropriate for global-scale
NWP models, but it becomes a strong limitation when
extracting the smaller-scale information that is expected
by the AMV producers using very small target boxes.
Indeed, the risk of applying the current quality control
approach associated with the use of wind guess is that
only information present in the model is reproduced, and
nothing else. These aspects will undoubtedly be discussed
in the context of different quality control approaches for
AMVs—weighting down the role of spatial consistency,
for example—that enable the extraction of smaller-scale
information appropriate to regional NWP models.
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